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Abstract 

Conventional photo images provide the case samples of coefficient matrices which can be 

categorized as various numerical linear algebra systems. These matrix contents represent image 

features consisting of colors and textures in graphical shapes of facets and boundaries. Image 

feature is preserved with a moderate smoothness under pixel-to-pixel shift.  This algebraic basis 

brings a quadrant cross-over joint of evenly-spaced-grid patches within a good satisfaction of 

numerical interpolation. Specific 2D-image matrix data can be translated into 1-D vector 

informatics pattern, denoting one keynote vector (average) and four derivative vectors (details).  

Such a keynote abstraction will deliver a higher efficiency for processing image database, 

searching and analytics. We demonstrated the dynamical trace of such keynote patterns, 

according to mathematics principles on linear algebra and matrix affine transformation.  We 

introduced the relevant application to image data compression and retrieval algorithm.  

 

Introduction 

In our early studies [1-3], a deeper algebraic matrix formulation illustrates a fundamental 

of our novel algorithm of curing the ill-posedness problem for matrix inversion computation. 

Our numerical evaluation was enforced by an algebraic constraint on matrix topology-invariant 

feature preservation. To cope with numerical instability from successive round-off errors in 

large-scaled matrix computation, we made out an algorithm using a typical matrix quadrant 

block architecture.[2-3] We proposed the -variation process for manipulating singular values 

of ill-posed matrix or SVD regularization. Our algorithm is being optimized and upgraded to 

achieve the generalized matrix rank-reduction process.  

Our numerical computation based on such a highly sophisticated algorithm requires high 

computation speed and advanced computation architecture. We are interested in Mathematica 

[4] utility functions of executing compilation and parallel computation architecture. One 

available candidate is the potential Mathematica cluster which is directly connected to the 



project of Raspberry Pi [5] cluster. Freeware Mathematica engine embedded in Raspberry Pi 

(the smallest and the cheapest computer in the world) may give a great benefit for a programmer 

who needs a programming code in access to powerful mathematical functions and analytics 

utilities. Regarding more efficient algorithm in solving the problem but increasing the 

computational cost, we must add the practical usefulness of decreasing the cost of the whole 

system as well. 
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